Strategic Intelligence

Strategic insights and contextual intelligence from the World Economic Forum

Explore and monitor the issues and forces driving transformational change across economies, industries, global industries and systems.

Highlights

- Africa
- Arts and Culture
- Blockchain

All Insight Areas
“We believe there is a sense-making pattern that can help us understand how change takes place in the economy.

This pattern is ‘edge transforms the core’.”

John Hagel et al., 2009
Our approach

Human intelligence

Visual framework

Better strategic decisions

Machine intelligence
Embedded in a network of more than 5,000 experts

Per stakeholder group

- Civil Society: 15%
- Government: 15%
- Academia: 35%
- Business: 35%

Top institutions represented in our expert network

- Harvard University: 107 experts
- United Nations: 85 experts
- Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT): 79 experts
- Australian National University: 65 experts
- University of Oxford: 58 experts
- Imperial College London: 54 experts
- Stanford University: 51 experts
- The World Bank: 42 experts
- University of California, Berkeley: 36 experts
- The Brookings Institution: 35 experts
- ETH Zurich: 34 experts
- Carnegie Mellon University: 32 experts
- Columbia University: 31 experts
- Yale University: 30 experts
- McGill University: 29 experts
- European Commission: 29 experts
- University of Cambridge: 28 experts
- Princeton University: 28 experts
- National University of Singapore: 28 experts

(number of experts per institution)
Co-curated with leading universities and international organizations
Amplified by machine analysis of more than 1,000 articles per day from carefully selected global think tanks, research institutes and publishers